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Regents
disagree
on clause

Urban design team
announces findings
by

By Maria DeVarenne

Jaramillo said because of the .. parachute clause'' the contract ··in essence gives him <Farer) a lifetime
job."
However. Regent John Pact said
Jaramillo's signature .. pretty much
speaks for itself. ••

J>aez also said he did not think it
was unusual for a university president to have tenure as a professor.
Rel!ent Colleen Maloof. who
voted~tgainst the contract. said Jaramillo was obligated to sign the document because the majority had pas·
sed it 3~to-2. "It was something he
was forced to do, •• she said.

continued on page 5

Louis Viramontes

N.M. student-government
group backs tuitiQn raise
By Kristie .Jones

The Associated Students of New
Mexico. a representative student
government from around the state.
met for the fourth time this year in
Las Cruces. where five bills were
passed unanimously. said l\1aurecn
''It's the silliest contract I've ever Hickcv.
~een." she added ... I've never seen
Hickey. vice president of the
one like it since I've been a reuent. ·' Associated Students of the UniversiFnrer. a Rutgers law professor. ty of New Mexico. said the passage
!i:tid he thinks the problems concern- of the bills was illustrative of "the
ing the contract have been caused by most united ASNM has been."
some of the regents wanting the Uni·
The group passed bills advocating
versity to be run in a "more profcs· a 5 percent tuition increase: a I0
stomtl and managerial way. •'
percent increase in salaries for faculty and staff of all vocational. two and
"ihe board is accustomed to in- four-year institutions. including
formal. and in that sense. unprofes- support for ndditional appropriasional contractional relations be~ tions for graduate-research progtween the board and the president." rams: increased funding for Title
Farer said.
XX child-care recipients, from $2.8
He said the safeguards in his con· million to $6 million: a constitutiontract arc limited compared with nl amendment to include a student
those that wot•ld be included if he voting member on the boards of rewas working in the prtvate sector.
uents-in all hiuhcr-cducational insti"A university president is nmnag· tutions: and an increase from a 3
ing enterprises that arc more com· percent scholarship program to a 5
plcx than those il1the private sector. percent program,
Hickey said the idea of a 5 percent
but his power is much less. by a
factor of I0 or 20. than the power of tuition increase tcncctcd an attitude
of responsibility on the part of New
a chief executive.'' he said.
"ihe chief' executive in the pri~ Mexico C()IJC!!e and univcrsitv stu·
•
•
vate sector would control the board, dents.
"We're
saying
that
we
know
tuibut that's not true of any university
tion is going to go up. and \\e have a
president." Farer said.
commitment to bring good instrucHe added that the contract is a tors to out ~chools ... she said.
public documc11L "If I were uncom~ "Maybe by raising tuitiun we can
fortable with anything in it or put that money toward the instructhouuht that it wasn't reasonable. I tors' salaries."
W<1Uld've been a fool to put It in."
Hickey said she was pleased with
Fater snid,
the bill conccrni11g Title XX.
"1'hat's a pretty small petcentagc
"I respect Jaramillo's judgment. statewide, but the fact that it passed
but l don't agree with it." he. said. shows a commitment that is just.''
Farer is expected to be in AlbuShe said that the gnH•P intcra~ted
querque from bee. 7 through Dec. well together and that the meeting
14. Farer's term as president begins was ·•cxtr<Jmcly smooth. We all had

Jan. I.

Juliette Torrez

A bicycle route extending from the downtown urea to Tramway
Blvd .. creating. retail development in Yale Park and encouraging
pedestrian truffic. were among the rccmnmendations made by a sevenmember group of urban design specialists in a presentation Monday
night.
The American Institute of Architects' Reg.ionalillrhan Design
Assistance Team was in Albuquerque from Nov. 15 through Nov. 19.
to develop and recommend a "course of action'· on the development
of the Central Avenue corridor.
·'Central Avenue is a hell of a lot more interesting than driving down
the freeway .. " said Kirby Lockard. architect with the University of
Arizona. "The City should make Central a street of community
pride."
The proposed bike path would run along. Silver Avenue and join
Tramway Boulevard.
Lockard said the route would "tic together" various park~. school.,,
and "open spaces" as well us encourage bicycle truffic and ·•jn.,ulatc"
the neighborhood between Central and Silver avenues.
"The attitude toward bicycles is not as good a., it could be." said
Rick Kuner. transportation specialist.
Kuner discussed the improvement oft he Sun Tran trullsit system and
raising ridership through "ugrcssive udvertising, and the e~tablbh
ment of a charter service. •·
In the report entitled. "Central Avenue Study," the group outlined
"locating. some University activities in a functionul relatiom.hip to the
avenue." including the addition of small-scale retail activity in Yale
Park.

Although UNM Board of Regents
President Henry Jaramillo signed
the contract of President-select Tom
Farcr. the regents arc still in disagreement about the "parachute
clause" in the contract.
A statement issued by Jaramillo
Friday. said the that if Farer was
fired as University of New Mexico
president without proper cause (related to carrying out the functions of
president), he would receive the remainder of his salary plus the sum of
$50.000. or he could continue his
employment with the University as a
tenured professor at a salary equal to
that of the highcst-payed, tenured
UNM law professor - including
those holding endowed chairs and receive the $50,000.

Pacz said the regents cannot
il!norc statements made by the gov~
cmor about having Fater fired by the
two new regents who will be
appointed Jan. I. Jaramillo and Phillip Martinez terms expire Dec. 31.
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some differences of opinion. but it
went really well."
La!!t year. both ASUNM and the
AssDciated Students of New Mexico
State University withdrew from the
group.
Besides UNM. attendcnce included Western New Mexico Univerl!ity. Eastern New Mexico Uni·
vctsity of both Portales and Roswell. New Mexico State. Northern
New Mexico Community College.
the University of Albuquerque,
Highlands University and Albuquerque Technical-Vocational Institute.
The next meeting of ASNM will
be in Santa Fe on Feb. 2.

Programmers
first and fourth
By Juliette Torrez

In a regional competition spon·
sorcd by the Association for Computing Machinery. two cotnputerprogrammillg teams at the University of New Mexico placed first and
fourth among 19 teams. enabling
them to compete at an international
contest in March.
The two UNM teams participated
in the Motlntain Regional Program~
ming Contest held Oct. 27 in
Edmonton. Alberta. The first team
of Michael Wing. Cliff Matthews.
Kristen Jensen and Mary Carter.
traveled to Edmonton and placed
first in the competition.
The second team - made up of
Paul Sands. Mike Rutherli:lrd. Be·
vcrly Duckers Cote and Anne Cable
- stayed in Albuquerque :md took
fourth place. competing ffllm terminals connected by telephone to
the computer in EdmontOJ1 .
continued on page 5

John Samora

Wasn't this Scholes Hall?

Through one of Hollywood's minor miracles, Scholes Hall has
been temporarily transformed into Lovett Hall for the movie
Animal Behavior, which has been filming on campus for the
last two weeks.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Gas explosion and fire in Mexico City
forces 350,000 to flee neighborhood
MEXICO CITY-~ A huge lire sparked by :t !>cries of'
explosions nt a natural !las distribution center Monday
cngulf'ed a Mexico City neighborhood. sending flames
more than a mile into the sky and killing 100 people.
Hundred~ of others were injured.
flames raged for hours after the blasts in the nortln~rn
residential and commcrciul area of' San Juan lxhuaxWpcc and pockets continued burning into the !me afternoon. A strong smell of gas hung over the area.
Streets were littered with rubble from sh<lltcred
houses. charred vehicles and other debris. Entire blocks
of houses were gutted.
Police said 15 people were arrested for robbing abandoned houses and businesses and army troops wearing
gas masks were moved into the neighborhood to stop
further lootin!;(.
''Everything started a little before six in the morning
when there wus a strong smcU of gas and ;til of a sudden.
everything got very bright. Iike the sun came out curly ... one resident said.
A police spokesman said I00 people were killed in
the blaze. most of them within seconds of the initial
explosion in their hmnes and on the streets. Authorities
said the death toll could rise as rescue workers reached
other victims buried under the rubhlc.
Police said more than 500 people were treated for
injuries. many at make-shift centers set up ncar the
devastated area. Because of the numbers of injured.
only victims with third-degree burns were admitted to
hospitals.

Police. firefighters and army troops blocked off the
area. which is about I V2 miles in diameter. Ambulances
and passenger buses raced back and forth tntn!iporting
injured to hospitals and clinics.
Authorities warned that more explosions could occur
as the fire spread, possibly igniting four other gas tanks.
About 350.000 people were evacuated. police said.
Witnesses at the scene reported seeing charred bodies
lying in the streets. Rescue workers carried out othc1s.
still dressed in nightclothes, from under mounds of
debris.
"We just ran into the street." said Mario Sanchez
Santana, who was asleep with his family when the first
explosion rocked their horne, "Nobody said anything.
Everybody just got out. Then we saw a gas tank blow
up. It funded up on the hill and smashed a house."
Police said the first explosion appeared to have come
from a gas truck at one of several distribution centers in
the area owned by Unigas. a private company that
supplies natural gas for domestic usc.
The fire set off by the blast leaped to a nearby gus
storage center of the state-owned Pemcx. police said.
Residents said the first blast was followed by at least
seven others.
Authorities said some 600.000 people live in the
area, which straddles northern Mexico City and the state
of Mexico.

Marcos hospitalized;
opposition wants facts
MANILA. Philippines- The
government Monday confirmed
President Ferdinand Marcos was
hospitalized but said he was sti.ll
• ·performing his duties.··
Opposition leaders condemned
the secrecy surrounding the Philippine leader's condition.
The government statement
came 12 hours after former lnl'ormation Minister Francisco
Tatad quoted palace sources as
saying the 67-year-old president
secretly underwent major kidney
or heart surgery five days ago.
A senior government official
said Marcos was hospitalized at
the suburban Kidney Center but
said he was in no danger of
dyi~g.

"No. no, but he will need one
to two weeks to recover." said
the official. who requested
anonymity and declined to elaborate. The Information Ministry
declined comment.
Marcos, long-rumored to be
suffering a kidney ailment. has
not been seen in public since last
Tuesday when he met for 90 minutes with visiting U.S. Sen.
Christopher Dodd, D-Conn. His
wife Imelda also has not been

seen in public for several days.
Marcos' absence fron1 nightly
television news fueled rumors he
was HI.
"The state of the president's
health is of great import to the
nation considering (Marcos) has
devised a political system largely
dependent on his person." said
Antonio Cucnco, an opposition
member of parli;lment.
Cuenco and other opposition
members called for a debate in
parliament on the issue.
"This is not good for the country," said the opposition leader.
former Sen. Salvador Laurel. "It
reminds me of the Soviet Union,
They don't do this in democratic
colmtrics. People arc entitled to
know his true state of health and
whereabouts,"
Tatad. who published the first
information on Marcos' surgery
in a daily column he writes in the
financial Business Day, said his
sources would not reveal the Philippine leader's exact condition.
''But medical informants who
claimed to be familiar with the
case would not say for sure
whether he was completely past
his crisis." Tatad wrote,

Chinese .leader rules out
alliance with superpower
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PEKING- Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang Monday said the rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union was the "root cause" of world
unrest and ruled out an alliance with either superpower.
Zhao told visiting Norwegian Prime Minister Kaarc Willoch that the
international community should "exert pressure on the two superpowers to
sit down and reach agreement" on nuclear disarmament and other issues.
"The international situation has not cased and the root CltUsc of this is still
the rivalry between the two superpowers.'· Zhao was quoted as saying by a
Chinese foreign ministry official. Zhao and Willoch met fbr three hours.
The Chinese premier's comments coincided with the visit to China of a
12-member U.S. Defense Department delegation. The group is touring
Chinese defense facilities for two weeks as part of a series of military
exchanges between the two countries.
Western diplomats. noting Zhao's remarks and the lack of publicity given
the American visit. said Peking was very sensitive to any suggestion it might
form a military alliance with Washington,
Analysts also noted that Peking tonk delivery last week nf the first of 24
Sikorsky S70C helicopters. marking the fit~! Chinese purchase nt' any Aliter·
, icanequipmcnt with obvious military applications.
Zhao, saying. that the nuclear arms race was intensifying and an increasing
threat to world peace, said China would pursue an independent foreign policy
based on peaceful coexistence.
"China will not form an alliance with any big pllwer ... he said. "China
will make deci~ions in the interests of world peace and the people of the
world.
''With regard to the United Stmcs and the Soviet Union. we arc opposed tn
anyone who is engaged in world domination."
Western diplomatic sources said the American mililltry dclcgulion. led by
Assistant Secretary of Defense Lawrence Korb. was scheduled to tour
Peoples Liberation Anny facilities and warehouses.
~h~ delegation. which arrived in Peking Friday. will also discuss military
logtsllcs and supply concepts with their Chinese hosts. sources said.

..

John Samori!

Maggie Hasbrouck and Peggy Lay take advantage of the Pit's spacious seating during Friday night's women's vollybal/ game against Wyoming.

Groups say re-election
setback to peace efforts
By Kristie Jones
Five peace-activist groups issued
a statement Monday regarding the
re-election of Ronald Rcagun and
how it will affect the situation in
Central America aod efforts to enact
a nuclear freeze.
"The re-election of Ronald
Reagan strongly suggests to us thai
we will sec a continuance of government policies that have been detrimental to poor, minority and
working class people. as well as the
administration's continued sponsorship of bloodshed in Central
America," the statement said.
· •His administration fomented
rumors about Soviet MiG jets being
imported by Nicaragua. an unfounded charge made in order to focus
condemnation on the Sandinista
government.'' the statement said.

"The bloodshed and tension will
continue in the region until the people in the U.S. get out and do something to stop it," the statement said.
Miriam Grunstien. of the Campus
Committee for Human Rights in
Latin America. said the reason so
many Americans disregard the Central American problems is because
they arc concerned with domestic
problems.
''People tend to divorce foreign
and domestic issues." she said.
"The fact is, when we stop pouring
money into the war efforts in Latin
America. we can usc it here. ••
Elizabeth Griffin Nolan. an official observer of the Nicaraguan election. said. "We hope people will
begin to have a more realistic
approach to the issues when they

~~::~~~exactly what's going on
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turnaround of about two or three
days." he said. Wiih Central Americans claiming pnlitical asylum. the
average turnaround is from three to
six months. he said.
"This is one of the major challenges fucing us now," he said.
As a rcsuli, the INS has attempted
to streamline the immigration court
system so the cases can move faster.
he said.
"The situation is out of our
hands, It depends on the situation in
Central and South America," he
said.
As •• result of the intlux of Central
and South Americans into the El
Paso area. the INS is looking int<l the
pnssibility of expanding its dctcn·
lion facility, he said, adding there
have been no firm plans yet.
McGehee disagrees with officials
who say the borders arc out of control and that illcgals can come iiilll
the United States at will.
"We certainly cnn't say we're
catching all uf the illegal aliens
ll!tCnipting Ill Clln1C aCt()SS.

By Keith Gould
The University of New Mcl\ico School of law's
clinical Jaw program offers legal services to students at
a minimum cost.
The Clinical Law Center,locatcd in the law school.
offers legal help to students and University employees
for a $3 initial interview fee and S I5 if the case is
accepted.
Usual reasons for not accepting a case include the
client making too much money. and the student lawyer
deciding the case will not be a good learning ex peri·
ence. said Maria Gonzales, receptionist at the center.
The cases are handled by second- and third-year law
students who arc assisted by a licensed attorney. "I
watch them. and I feel that most of them will become
good lawyers." Gonzales said.
The cases include misdemeanors. felonies, bank-

rupt_cy, divorce. traffic accidents. name changes. tax
audits and all types of civil suits. she said.
"About the only cases we don't accept arc traftlc
tickets," said Gonzales,
The students receive credit that goes toward their
six-hours clinical-law requirement:
"This is the best learning experience I can have,"
said Joy Christenberry, a third-year law student currently enrolled in the clinical-law pro!;(ram. "I'm gaining experience with real people and real problems."
she said.
Problems Christenberry said she faces include being
so.mc~hat confuse~ at first and t~e opposing attorneys
th10k111g they can ' walk all over ' her because she is a
student. ''Being: in the clinical program is both terrify·
ing and exhilirating." she said.
''One of the benefits of the program, besides the low
cost, is that a student lawyer is out to prove himself and
will really bust ass for you," Christenberry said.

I--------------------------------------...1
ADVERTISE IN THE DAlLY LOBO I
,--------------------------------------

"The Ronald Reagan campaign _
gave the impression of being more
peaceful." said Jerry Bradley of
New Mexico Frccle Voters. "I
think he is deceiving us. Both the
people concerned with nuclear
weapons and people concerned about Central America arc being
misled."
Grifl1n Nolan will spcuk today at
a march and rally to protest events in
Nicaragua and El Salvador. The
march will begin at 4 p.m. at the
Federal Building. Fifth and Gold
S.W. At 5:30p.m. participants will
march to St. Mary's Church at Sixth
and Copper. and the rally will begin
there at 6 p.m.
Other groups participating in
Monday's conference were the Ccn·
tral American Solidarity Organization, Southwest Organizing Project,
and Action for Nuclear Disarmament.
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Richard Moore

Immigration and Naturalization
processing ~machinery' swamped
EL PASO, Texas -The influx oJ'
Central and South American aliens
into the United States has slowed the
Immigration and Naturalization Service machinery. a new INS deputy
director said Monday.
One ofthe biggest challenges fuc·
ing the INS in the El Paso sector is
the changing nature of the illegal
alien with which INS deals, said
Henry McGehee. who last week was
named deputy director for the El
Paso sector.
McGehee replaces Mike Trominski, who wa~ transferred to Dallas to serve as INS regional counsel.
The increasing number of Central
and South Americans has thrown up
hurdles which have slowed the INS
activity in El Paso, McGehee said,
"Trying to contml the iJlcgaf
alien situation is difficult enough.
but the people we have to deal with
ure different than he fore.··
McGehee said.
"Nclw, we have to adju~t to a
change il1 that we used to handle
mostly Mexicans and there was :t

Program offers legal services

2300 Central SE
(Across fron1 UNM)

268-4504
8700 Menaul NE 299-6666
1835 Candelaria NW 345-8568
W. Central at S. Coors 836-0142
5500 Acadetny NE 821-7262
.Rio Rancho Shp. Center 892-8880
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Australian blood bank
contaminated by AIDS

by Berke Breathed
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Weary, like many other newspaper warriors, from the 1984 campaign trail, I thought this week I would write about a peaceful subject:
women. I did, but it wasn't. This topic touched a vocal nerve in
everyone. In addition, this past week two respected scholars- Dr.
Bernice Sandler and Dr. Annette Kolodony- visited the UNM cam·
pus to talk about gender and academic scholarship, and about the
chilly classroom climate for women.
With all due respect for our recent visitors, I must say that we at
UNM are fortunate to have two of the best scholars and teachers on
this subject in our own Women Studies Program, now comfortably
ensconced in its new second floor offices in Mesa Vista Hall, across
from the SUB. Dr. Helen Bannan, Associ11te Dir11ctor of Wom11n Studies, spoke to me recently about the continuing growth of this program. Offering a variety of class11s - some cross-listed with other
departments- of interest and value to male and female students, Dr.
Bannan hopes that soon students will be able to receive a minor in
Women Studies.
One very useful project of
Women Studies, working with
Southwest Institute for Research
on Women, is a study to improve
the curriculum and course readings in various deparrnents. This
approach hopes to correct an imbalance in the study of knowledge that excludes much of the
work of women, often unconsciously. The underlying idea is
that history, for example, has
been primarily written by men
and reflects this mal11 perspec·
tive.ln the classroom this has resulted In courses that almost
completely ignore thEl writings
and role of women.
Another reason for the recent burst of energy in the Women Studies Program is the new Director Dr. Diana Rebolledo, who speaks
very warmly about her reception on campus and about her plans for
Women Studies. She wants to establish a visiting scholar program
that will enable outstanding scholars to lecture at UNM each
semester.
Of interest also to women and men is the Women's Center on the
corner of Las Lomas and Yale. This lovely, old building soon to be torn
down with other historical landmarks, serves as a meeting place and
resource center for various groups. It also has an excellent library of
women's books.
Our two visitors this past week.certainly sparked much controversy
about women and the university. Dr. Sandler, speaking about the
chilly classroom climate for women, noted that women are often
overtly or inadvertently singlEld out because of their sex. This intellectual stereotyping and discrimination makes it more difficult for
women to succeed in the university. Although Dr. Sandler is helpful in
identifying many of the problems in the university environment, it is
sometimes difficult to take seriously her booklet, The Classroom
Climate: A Chilly One for Women, filled as it is with so many ludicrous
examples of sexist behavior, such as the professor who "might say to
a woman student: 'My God, you're as incompetent as my wife! Go
home where you belong!"'
Dr. Anne Kolodony lectured and spoke with various groups about
academic scholarship and problems facing wom11n faculty. She
energetically stressed how one-sided literary history has been and
proposed alternatives to redress this male dominance.
Although the subject of women and the university elicited a variety
of contrary responses on campus ranging from, "It may be true that
men are inferior," to, "The women faculty ought to bring a class
action suit against the University," it is difficult to deny that in many
areas- particularly salary, tenure, and curriculum -women are not
treated equally and fairly.
1

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

~Leiters
Measuring devices incapable of finer distinction
Editor:
Richard Berthold in his recent
Daily Lobo column shows a true

sense of history by dusting off an
old proposal of his. I apparently
did not educatEl him well enough
during the first go-round. Let me
try again.
Grades are an imperfect mear·
sur11 of how well a student .learns
the material in a course. The key
words here are "measure" and
"imp11rfect". The main device
used to measure grades are
tests, esp11cially in introductory
courses. As a scientist, I am very
familiar with the process of
measurement. I know that every
measurement- no matter how
carefully done - has an error
associated with it. My profession
has learned through experience
that you cannot give the results
of a measurement with greater
precision than the error it has.
My main argument against
Berthold's proposal is exactly
the one he stated: I do not be·
li11Ve that our measuring devices
allow reliable and valid distinctions of one-third of a gradEl.
Why not? Because they do not
have that precision; they are not
fine enough measuring tools.
I will use my Astronomy 101
tests as an example. Because of
the large size of th11 class, I use
multiple-choice tests for which I
have developed a large test bank
over the years. Now I know that
multiple-choice tests have inhe-

rent problems, but one of their
advantages is that you can run
statistical tests on th11m for re·
liability and degree of error. I
have always done so and know
that the least amount of error in
my t11sts is about five to six percentage points. That means that
a student's percentage score has
an inherent error of at best half a
grade. I conclude that I cannot
honestly make one-third grade
distinctions when my tests
achieve no better than one-half
grade precision.
Berthold asserts that he can
reliably mak11 such distinctions
in his courses. I challenge him to

To say that I am mad would be an understatement. To say that I am
angry does not do me justice. To say that I am pissed off would be
accurate. Because Bill Walden could not understand an IBM contract,
students are being denied the opportunity to purchase a very soph·
isticated computer at a very low price.
Walden states that he is not authorized to buy and resell the IBM
PCjr. Well, a myriad of solutions immediately come to my mind: Mr.
Walden could become authorized to buy and sell, someone could be
found who meets the requirements IBM states, orthebookstore could
be the go-between. Any of these solutions should be considered
before the issUEl is declared "dead." It appears to me thatthe Universi·
ty is not trying hard 11nough.
Both myself and one of my friends were planning on buying an IBM
PCjr. The discount plan would have been the deciding factor. I suppose I will have to buy my computer at an overinflatEld price, or keep
tapping on my Commodore until the University bureaucracy starts
recognizing the needs of the students.
Vincent J. Murphy
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pres11nt evidence that he can do
so. Just because he attaches
pluses and minuses to grades
does not mean that he automati·
cally achieves that precision. I
would argue that history tests
are more subjective than my
astronomy tests, so that the re·
liability is less and the error grea·
ter. Berthold might even want to
walk over to the College of
Education for advice on errors in
testing.

Alternatives merit consideration
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Registration lor the spring semester begins Nov. 26 with some
changes in scheduling and climinu·
tion of the open-registration period.
Maureen Miller, assistant registrar, said the spring semester will
mark the first time registration dates
have been assigned acc'ording to the
number of credit hours earned. Students will register in descending
order according to their student sta·
tus, Miller said.
"All graduate, law and medical
students will register the first day
with the seniors. It should work out a
lot better." Miller said.
Previously, registration dates
were assigned according to a student's social-security number.
The open-registration peri(ld,

Cyani~e-laced

candy a hoax

LONDON (UPll - A militant
animal-lovers group Mot1day said
their claim to have spiked Mars candy bars with rat poison was a hoax
aimed at hurting the firm's sales bccau~e it financed medical research
involving animals.
"Members of the public arc in no
danger. No Mars bars on general
sale have been injected with
poison.'' an Animal Liberation
Front spokesman said. Shopkeepers, however, said they were con ..
tinuing to inspect the estimated I0
million candy bars still on store
shelves.
Scotland Yard said suspect candy
bars had turned up in six cities since
the scare began Saturday night. but
there was no evidence any had been
poisoned.
Ronnie Lee, a spokesman for the
group, said the hoax was intended to
clear Mars bars from shops as part of
the Animal Liberation Front"s campaign to c:tuse "economic loss and
sabotage to companies which arc incontinued from page 1
volved in cruelty to animals."
The group also cncm1mgcd pedestrian traflic along the Central corridor
He said Mars was targeted beand the development of the pruposcd Han·ard Mull. by "utililing the street cause it financed medical research
lilt parkinu facilities and installing pedestrian amcnitb. ·•
into tooth decay using monkeys that
Tcmn n;cmbcrs include: Clifliml Gr:tvcs, chief :tdminbtrativc officer. were force-fed on sugary food.
Cn\lliiY of San Diego. Calif.: Michael D<lbhin,. architect with the Department of C'omrncrcial Development. Birmingluun. Ala.: Craig Halvorson,
A company spokesman said Mars
landscape architect at the H:\IVorson Co .• Boston, Mas.,.: l.nub Viramontes. had sponsored rese.trch into a vacarchitect and rehabilitation ~pccialist. San Antonio. Texas: Rick Kuner. cine against tooth decay that in·
transportalfon specialist for New Allcrmttivcs Inc .• Chkagu, 111.: Kirby volved animal research but ended its
Lockard. architect with the University of Ariznn:t. Tucs<lll. Ari7.: and John involvement with the program last
Stebbins. architect with Cambridge Seven Associates. Cambridge. Muss. July.
Scotland Yard said they would
seck to question Lee about the
poison hoax. "We would like to
.
d1
7
correct preparatory stategics.
speak to this man." a Scotland Yard
conttllue .rom page
The final results were: UNM spokesman said. He would not disWith the exception of Carter, a
U ·
senior, all members of both teams Tea~t No. I placing first. the nl- cuss grounds for possible charges
vcrstty of Saskatchwan Team No. I against the ALF.
arc graduate students in computer placing second. Northern Arizona
As the chocolate SCdre passed, the
sciE~~~· team was given a set of 10 University placing third and UNM animal·rights campaigners hinted at
•
Team No. :! placing fourth.
a campaign against Christmas tur"arithmetic computations ' to so1ve
The top two teams from the re- keys reared on intensive poultry
in six hours. using FORTRAN 77 or
·
·n
h ·
PASCAL computer language. said gional compctiuon WI enter t c m- farms.
- tcrnational contest held in New
Last year, the group laced bottles
Donald Morrison. adviser of the stu- Orleans in March.
of shampoo with bleach in a protest
dent chapter or ACM.
Morrison said this is the third con- againsi animal research. The Mars
By the end of. the deadline •.tour secutive year that UNM has repre- hoax was similar to an extortion
tcmns tied for first place. solvmg a scntcd the Mountain Region in the attempi in Japan. Three Japanese
record six problems. The remaining. international competition.
confectionary companies have had
teams solved five or less. The tic was
The region is comprised of New their products laced with cyanide
broken. Morrison said. by the Mexico. Arizona, Nevada. Utah. this year in eXtortion bids. No susamount <lf time used to solve the Colorado. Wyoming. Montana. Ida- pects have been caught. and 110
problems and by the number of ho and the Canadian provinces or money has been paid,
"false starts," or the number of in· Alberta and Saskatchewan.
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By Maria DcVarenne

SYDNEY, Austral iii (UPl) - Homosexuals. blumcd by angry
Australians for the AIDS contamination of the n!ltion's unly blood
bank, are being threatened with dismissal frum their jobs !lnd violently
beaten, officials said Monday.
Thirteen of the 18 people who received transfusions of blood cont!lminatcd with the deadly Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
virus have died, including two babies, officials said.
The crisis erupted last week when health officials discovered the
nation's only blood bank was contaminated with AIDS, which destroys the body's immune system and is almost always fatal.
Medical experts suspect AIDS is transferred through blood products. A majority of the cases have been found in homosexuals.
Hemophiliacs also arc a high-risk group.
Terry Goulden, director of Sydney's Gay Counseling Service, said
he believed the situation was escalating out of control. p;~rticularly on
Oxford Street in Sydney, the center of the city's 5:!,000-member gay
community.
''A violent clement has already be<tten up some of the g<\y community." he said.
"This element is preparing to take out their hostility on gays. who
they feel arc solely responsible for the problem." Goulden said.
"There arc many employers threatening their gay staff with the sack
and gays being ostracized by fellow employees."
Dr. Neil Blewett. minister for health, held a conference of state
health officials in Melbourne Sunday on the blood-bank crisis and the
growing anger against gays.
A team of U.S. experts was called in to advise Australian medical
authorities, officials said.
The conference decided to require all blood donors :o sign a declaration that amounts to a virtual ban on homoscxmtls giving blood.
''Any homosexual who ignores the biood-b:tnk warning not to give
blood and consequently causes another to die from AIDS could be
charged with manslaughter under Queensland law,·· Liberal politician
Angus Innes warned.
Prime Minister Bob Hawke sent out a call Sunday for an increase of
women donors illll bid to stem the AIDS crisis. Women lire statistically
less likely to be infested with AIDS.
But another health official warned that Australian health officials
feared the disease could soon be spread to women who had sexual
encounters with bisexual men.
Dr. Julian Gold. chief of the Commonwealth Health Surveillance
Unit, estimated one in every I 0 men in Sydney is bisexual. "The
problem is intensified because bisexual men tend to the more risky
form ofhmnosexual contact. such as picking up a promiscuous man for
the night." Gold said.

By Alan H. Pope
lflfiF'-..-r-o-

Open-registration period ended
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which was from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The center will "bring in addidaily, has been discontinued begin- tional staff on'' temporary basis durning with the. spring semester, Mil· ing peak registration times to keep
ler said.
the lines down." Miller said.
"It's unfair to a large majority of
She said the staff is "happy" with
the students. If you had time to wait their location in the Student Services
in line to register, it's OK. But if you Center and doesn't anticipate any
had class or not enough time, you problems during the registration
couldn't get some of the cl<tsses th<~t period.
arc in demand," Mill.er said.
Registration will continue
Class schedules are available at through Jan. 19.
the registration center, the admis·
Tuition payments must be postsions and school-rchttions offices, marked by Dec. 26 or brought in
Miller said.
person to the center by Jan. 4.
Registration material w11s mailed
The center will be open from8:30
to students during the week of Nov. a.m. to 5 p.m. wcckd:1ys except
12. If a student has not received the Wednesdays, when the center will
matel'ial, the student may get a remain open until 6 p.m. The center
duplicate copy from the enrollment will be closed Dec. 24, 25. 31. and
information window, Miller said.
Jan. I,

Senior
Physical
Therapy
Students
The Air Force can make
you an attractive olfer outstanding compensa·
lion, plus opportunities
for professional develop·
men!. You can have a
clj~atlenging practice AND
time to spend with your
family while you serve
your country. Find out
what the Air Force offers
specialists. Contact:
TSgt. D[)n Torrenli

(5051292·3642
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Arts

Who Is Buried in
Grant's Tomb?*

/Punctum' makes few points/ but ...

Trivia Bits are cheese-flavored snack
crackers with a trivia questions Inside.
There's over 5000 different questions!

ONLY at the SUBWAY STATION

Excellence punctuates show

~

lower level, New Mexico Union

"Color in Searc:h of Punctulll," color ph<Jtography
is on exhibit at the ASA G;lllery (lower level, south
end of the Student Union Building),

*answer: President and Mrs.
U.S. Grant

SAIC is searching
for a few great
Scientists and Engineers
Area: Physics • 2 positions
llequlrement: December graduate or post grad Researc;h In
advanced high output optical radiation sources and explos1v~s.
Area: Electronics - 1 position
Requirement: Graduate, highly skilled In microprocessors as control units and digital data acquisition.

Send resumes to:
SAIC

Attn: John Dishon
4615 Hawkins NE, Albuquerque, N.M. 87109
Or contact: Mr. Sandoval at the UNM Student Center
for an Interview on Nov. 26

SPECIAL GUEST:

COREY HART

TINGLEY
COLISEUM
Nov. 24

BPM

.,
"'W

SATURDAY

.

Review by J, S;Jmnra
and R.,J. Olivas
Jim Featherstone. who orgunized this show.
attempts to explain the title of this exhibit in u writ·
ten flyer. "Punctum is a Latin word meaning.
among other things. 11 point. Its usc here ... is
tuken to describe the clement or clements in a photograph which prick the viewer ... and which. in a
way. punctuate the image."
Very few of the photographs in the show ot'!Cr
this "punctum.''
Among these few arc the efforts of Erika Lcpp·
mllmn. "Image Number 13" and "Image Number
7" incorporate the effective usc of harsh shadows
and contrasts. Especially notable is her printing technique. It is among the finest in the show.
Unfortunately. these excellent works arc separated
by a wall. Two arc in the smaller north gttllery. the
other is hung in a very disconcerting spot by the
huck entrance. There it stands out by itself. The
show could have been substantially enhanced if this
scintillating work was not compromised by scpurution.
All the work by the other artists in the no1th gallery is, for the most part. quite forgettable.
Perhaps the oddest pieces arc Ron Gidrim's "The
Four" and "The Five," from the "One through
Five Series." Gidrim has made plaster masks of
people's faces. They arc displayed on. cantilevered
wall mounts. small boards covered With sand ami
some have sand poured over the masks. others
painted blue. impressed with pine needles. some
simply made with adobe. Above them a;e photographs of the san~c mask. usually out ot ~oors.
Generally. the 1magcs urc obscure. Whtlc they arc
clean prints. they lack the "punctum" touted in the
~how's name. Like so much of the exhibit. they
have no snap. no prick. no pop to draw the viewer's
attention to the focus of the photo.
In the main gallery hangs the largest piece in the
show- a ninc·print collt~ge measuring npproximmcly 3 by 5 feet- l?~· Ann. Wulr~· ~~ti!l~d "Sht~mc
Sul'l'ucatc~ Anger.
In 1111~ cxlnbllrlllmtlc tour de
force, a rape appear~ to be taking place. A partially
clad man und the thinlv dbgui,cd artist arc t~ltacking
each (lthcr. The womal1 has~ her heel grinding into
his groin. her hands pushing again~t hb throat and
trying to hold hack his arm which is ripping off her
undcrJ!armcnt~.
. .
.
.
Though punctum is a rctreshmg attnbutc here. 11

TICKETS AVAILASLE AT ALl. GIANT TICKETS CENTERS:
• KAFB Rec Center

• Solintlttack Aecords & t:1pes IAlbtr 1
• Wiltl ~51 MUSIC 1/tll)tfl

• Que P,1.r:n Records I TAOS'
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• G011oraJ StOttJS fSmua ''' .ft AfJm
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Another photogrnph worthy of mention is ?>' C~r
tis Cravens. An untitled work, the 20-by-20-mch tmagc is of a black woman d~csscd in r.cd, cringing
away from the backdrop ot a large billboard. The
huge cigarette adv>:rtiscmcnt shows two P.eopl?
laughing and cuddling. and the black subJC~t IS •
being forced away from it. Craven's wnrk ts qu1te
striking and apt in this otherwise "non-punctum"
exhibit.
Maggie Hasbrouck has also produced one interesting image. An architcctur:tl shot of a barn around
dusk. The muin illumination is from :1 person in the
photograph. perhaps the artist hct·self. holding a
flash at her chest. The light fills her fuce from the
bottom. casting unearthly shadows. But again. tech·
nically. the fault is immediate and distracting. Because light was used without discretion. the subject'>
face becomes ;1lm1lSt completely blotted out and i·cduccd to u mere blob of tlcshtoncs.
The overall impression of the ~how is that it was
hastily as~cmbled. "Slapped together" might be a
more appropriate term. A less than conscientious
effort for suitable matting unu placement arc dbarming drawbacks in "Punctum." Very little
thought toward a cohesive. meaningful exhibit und
an excess of poorly done \\(lrk offer the viewer a
tcchnic<tlly shoddy example from UNM 's photogmphy department. Sparing. stellar examples. however.
arc to be found.
Gcm:rally. it's u real y;mncr. But il is very ilnportant for students to sec the show. dc~pite the rutty
edges. both bccau~c of the few examples or excellence and because this is communication l'rom the
work of our contemporaries. They could usc some
constructive criticism, and what better place for that
to come tlmn from students thcm~~·lvc~·! I! might
save them some hard lcaming in the "real world."

Panchromatic .smolderillJiJ

rh.1rg~J

The

seems to be degraded by the tt~wdrincss of it~ makebelieve approach. What could h;~ve bc:n superb
work is rcdu.ced to pccp-sho~ s!tm.ulai!On:
.
Dan T. Peebles, once ugmn. lllSists on lnclu<.Jing
himself in nearly all his work. This insistenc~ is. if
not downright pompous, ut best a worn out gunmick.
The single Peebles' photo~raph wit}wu~ the artist
as subject stands out as a bnght spot.m h1s work.
The untitled print shows a stern-lookmg wom~n ~lur
ing into the camera. next to an elderly man. h1s lace
wonderfully wrinkled.
.
.
Technically, there is muc~ to be d~s1rcd .wtth the
technique in Peebles' portrmturc. Th1s partlcul<~r
work incorporates the usc of u harsh strl>bc, producing unsightly sh<tdows everywhere.

closed study·discussion meeting, every Tuesdayi 8
p.m._ at 1he 'N~man tenlc:r; 181.S Las Lomas- NE.
Caii24H094 ror moretnro.
Arcklttdure 1 nd Pltnnl•a ll1 Nkanpl; a report and
!lide !how by architect Richard F. Davidson, ~ues ••
Nov.. .20, tl t~oon•. room 118 of t~ Sc:hfl,ol ·of
Architecture and PlanninB• Presentation Will be
repeated at 7:30p.m. In Woodward HaU.roorn.ai? ..
Sponsored by the. Student Planning Assoc. and l~e
CanrpUo Committee rot Human Rights In Latm
America.

HEALTH
INSURANCE
at reasonable rates
Hospitalization
Major Medical
Matemlty Benefits
Insurance Management Corp.

Sports

SENIOR PRE-MED
STUDENTS

Colson and Co. open season Friday
The guessing game is almost
over. Who will Gary Colson start in
Friday night's season opcnc;r aguinst
Morgan State'? Who will he rudshirt
for the 1984-85 season?
The head coach of the University
of New Mexico men's basketball
team won't <mswer the second question, and the answer to the first is
now more complex because of a
couple of untimely injuries.
"Two of my starters arc injured,"
Colson said. referring to 6-6 junior
wing Johnny Brown (cracked bone
in his left foot) and 6-7 senior post
George Scott (sprained right wrist).
Brown is expected to be out for about two more weeks but Wednesday's X-rays should paint a clearer
picture of his injury.
"It seems like I'm picking up
where the football team left off,"
said Colson, complaining about the
preseason injuries. Freshman point
guard Paul Lawson bruised his right
shoulder in practice last week but
was cleared for tonight's practice,
Regarding redshirts, however.
Colson did say the decision to redshirt will ultimately br: left up to the
individual players. although he will
do his best to guide them. He has
said that he can't force a player to
rcdshirt against his will. This
approach once again underscores the
fact that this is col/egl! and not professional basketball.
But who will start in Scott's place
if he isn't ready by Friday night'? The
6-7 post player redshirted last year
because of a back injury. His
sprained right wrist was only aggravated when he practiced two weeks
ago. so Colson sat him out last week.
He has been cleared and will be back
on the practice floor Tuesday but is
still questionable,
The other three likely starters for

LOOK AT

~{70t<q--s-

~A~ JOHN MORENO
Friday night's op.encr arc 6-1 sophomore Kelvin Scarborough at point
guard, 6-6 sophomore Hunter
Greene at wing and 6-9T.J. Drake at
post.
Don't count Scott out just yet Colson might wait until the last minute to make his decision- but if he
doesn't start. there are a couple of
lineup possibilities.
The first one, naturally, is to use
"sixth man" Mike Winters . The 6-7
sophomore, from Albuquerque's
Eldorado High School, has been
praised by Colson as versatile
enough to play all five positions. If
he starts in Brown's place at wing
and Scott docsn 't play. then Colson
may usc 6-9 freshman Shawn
Brooks at the post.
If Winters starts at the post. then
improved 6-6 sophomore Larry
Markland or 6-6 freshman Bob
Arnold might start at wing.
That leaves 5-10 senior rcdshirt
Niles Dockery to come off the
bench, along with 6-8 sophomore
Paul Connery, 6-4 freshman Randal
Moos, 7-0 freshman Robert Loeffel
or the 6-1 Lawson.
But wait a minute; let's talk about
the redshirts. Connery is already
redshirting because of a back injury,
and Colson said Moos has already
decided to rcdshirt.
That leaves Loeffel, who may
wait until next year when he can be
assured of more playing time after
Drake and Scott graduate. With

Wrestlers perform well
By Ross Haefer
After an 18-hour drive, the UNM
wrestling teilm found the highcaliber wrestling tournament it was
looking for in Saturday's St. Louis
Open.
UNM Coach Bill Dotson opted to
enter his team in the Missouri event
for the first time this season instead
of the Cowboy Open in Laramie,
Wyo., that the Lobos have participated in past seasons.
The Lobos entered 10 wrestlers in
the tournament and came home with
three place winners.
The top Lobo finisher was senior
Ralph Harrison with a second-place
finish in the 150-pound division.
Harrison returned tu the mats for the
firM time after a knee injury kept hitn
out of nction for two weeks. Sophomme Bruce Garner took third·placc
honors in the 118-pound division.
He was followed by sophomore Darren Massey's fourth-place finish in
the 167-pound division.
"The Cllmpctition in the St. Luuis
Open w:1s the best we've seen as a
UNM wrestling team." .Dotson

said. "There were approximately II
All-America wrestlers in the tournament. Our kids wrestled very competitively. especially for this early in
the season."
The Missouri event featured 400
grapplers. representing mostly the
Big Eight and the Big 10 conferences.
UNM's wrestling brothers. Chris
Luttrell and Curtis Luttrell. entered
Saturday's tournament with identical 6-0 records for the young season.
including championships in their
weight divisions at the Columbine
Open. Nov. 3. Both had their undefeated strings broken as they
finished below the place standings.
The Lobos will next participate in
the Air Force Invitational tournament in Colorado Springs. Coin .•
Friday, Nov. 30.
"We arc looking forward to
wrestling WAC tcan'is in Friday's
tournament." Dotson said. "We g~t
better each week. but Ill> more IX·
hour drives for awhile."

265-6777

BYU named
No. 1 by UPI

TAKE A
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GOOD LOOK
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Get The Facts Today!
Call 277-5656
(Mon~Fri 8 am~S pm)
or drop by
131 Marron Hall, UNM

2 Blocks East of UNM

HIGH VALUE
Home & Pro
Audio

10% OFF*
with UNM or TVI I. D.
*except promo, sal<' &
pre-owned items

Compare our quality
and price to all

the rest.
QUALITY COPIES

m

From $18 to $26.95

Special
Weekend Rates
Over-night Special $12

5101 Gibson

The first ticket is free for all full·
time students with valid ID and all
part-time students and their spouses
who have an Athletic Validation
Sticker. Each additional ticket will
cost $6.00.

TSgt. Don Torrent!
(505)292·3642
Call Collect

Both games start at 7;35 p.m. in
University Arena.

0

The World Gets

Curiouser
and
Curioser

Get involved and Discover the curiosities of the
real world. New Mexico PIRG is holding its
semesterly Board of Director Elections. Petitions.
for candidacy are now available at room Yb oj the
Student Union Building.
Deadline for filing is
Wednesday, Nov. 21.

NEW YORK (UPI)
Brigham Young is the new No. l
football team in the nation. It's
the first time a Western Athletic
Conference team has earned that
distinction during the regular
season.
The Cougars (I 1-0) received
30 first-place votes in the UPI
coaches' poll and 581 total points
to outdistance second ranked
Oklahoma State (9-1), which received two first-place votes and
509 total points.
Oklahoma <8· 1-1) is third. followed by Texas (7-1-1) and
Washington (IO·IJ.
WAC Commissioner Joe
Kearney said. ·'What thi~ indicmcs is that the WAC is growing
and maturing as a conference,"
but he admitted it will be difficult
to draw a highly ranked team to
play BYU in the Holiday Bowl.

au IBSTDN

676 S.n Mateo NE

Pay for your classified over the phone!

Brooks in the lineup this year, it's
doubtful th11t Loeffel will get much
P. T. at all. whereas next year, he can
look forward to four years as a
starter.
So what all these predictions boil
down to is that three Lnbos will redshirt, and I I will be active. How
many of those II get to play remains
to be seen.
The Lobos will have a fast team
this year. Whether they use a runand-gun style of offense depends on
how well they control the boards.
Last year, UNM finished last in the
WAC with a minus 2.4 rebounding
margin per game. But the Lobos led
the conference with a .512 field-goal
percentage.
With sprinters like Scarborough,
Brown, Greene, Dockery and
Arnold, there should be plenty of
crowd-pleasing fast breaks. But unless the Lobos arc kept off the
boards, they will have to play the
halfcourt game. and that means outside shooting.
Rim shots: The Morgan State
Bears (from Baltimore) were just
granted Division I status last summer and are a member of the MidEastcm Athletic Conference. Their
record last year in Division II was
8-20. They are returning three starters, including 6-4 sophomore guard
Jessie Jackson. who averaged 20
points a game as a freshman.
Student tickets for both the Morgan State game and next Monday

night's game against Texas South·
ern will be on sale in the SUB today
and Wednesday from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. For the first hour or so.
tickets will be sold in the Ballroom,
and the11 at about 10 a.m. in the new
SUB ticket booth on the second
floor, just across from the Garden
Court restaurant.

Could you use a
schol<lrshlp for medical school? Why not In·
vestigate the Armed
Forces Health Profes·
sions Scholarship Program (AFHPSP), with
sponsorship by the
U.S. Air Force.
Current senior premedical students of
medicine or osteopathy
may now compete for
Air Force scholarships.
We want to help you
continue your education. Contact your local
Air Force Health Pro·
tesslons Representa·
live for details.

505 (262·2277)

1 block Ntl of san MIIOO I CO<nor ol Ortit lnd GlbliOn

Sports, Campus Events, Lip Service, Classifieds, Entertainment Calendar, Editorials,
Feature Stories, Arts, World News, Doonesbury, Record-Movie-Concert Reviews, Daily Crossword Puzzle, City News, and Much
Much Morel!!

Can be found
Daily in this Box.
The New Mexico Dally Lobo
Distributed to over 65 locations on campus.
Available at over 13 off-campus locations.
Look for the Lobo daily, Monday - Friday
The paper for the Univers{ty community.

Paf!~

X. N~w Mcxil:o Daily Lobo. November 20, 19H-l

N.M. Daily Lobo

Classified
Advertising
• I 7¢ per word per Issue,
four or less times.
• I 2. 4 per word per Issue, five or niore
consecutive times (no refunds).
e $ I .00 minimum charge.
• Deadline Is I p.m. the business day before
the act Is to run.

l3 I Marron Hall, Z77-5656

Las N otlcias
or

UNM SPURS: OUR last meeting
the semester Is
tonight at 7:00 p.m. in room 2~0 A-D of the SUB.
Luminario bags need folding so bring $orne mun~hiesl.
ll/20
CHRISTIAN SCIENCF. ORGANIZATION meeting
tonight7:00 p.m. In SUa Rm. 250C. ALL Welcome.
11120
TIU llf.LTS- LET'S get excited for formal! Oood
luck on finals! SIS.
11/20
JIAU'·PRICE •·oRF.IGN books selected titles in
Spaoilh, French, Italian, German, Portuguese,
nu~>ian -- Now on sale at UNM aookstore.
tfn
nook AND RECORD sale now In progress, UNM
tfn
Bookstore new nrrivalsl Sale restocked dally!,
Cl.l!D? MEETING? EVENT? Advertise in Las
Nuti.Ja,. Only 10 ~cnts per word per is1ue for UNM
tfn
t!;partmcnts and organizations.

Personals
ICO, IF' f:DDY and Jeff (#23) haven't talked yet go
for it on your own. Good luck I Love, aka.
ll/20
JIAI'rY HlltTilllAY JEfFREY John! Thanks for
1hnring the lnst I yeur and 4 months with mel !love
you. Tamura.
11/10
v•:RONICA GO
Chris! You see him even
Tuesday and Dtursday at S:JO. Whnts the hold up?
l.ovc, A.J.
11120
J'OOIIDAU - CUTE NICKNAME! Have a good
Thanksgiving. Love ya, Tit.
11120
I DIDN'T llO it.
11/20
SE~Il \'OUR Mt:SSAGE to that special 1omeone or
friends and family. Make conta~t with a message In
the clnssifieds today. Deadline: l p.m. the day before
insertion. 131 Marron Hull.
tfn

•·on

Food/Fun
!!TATISTJCS Willi DUCK and Cover Saturday,
November 24th. El Rey Theater, 624 Central, 9 p.m.
S2.!l0 Dance Trance.
J 1121
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN six authors try to sign
one book? Salt of the Earth llooks proudly an·
n<'unces a booksigning of New Mexico: A New Guide
To The Colorful State. Join the funl Meet the six
authors. Food! Music! Friday, November 23rd. 5·7
p.m.
11/20
MAUIIU GRAND I'RIX - all lap tickets •7S cents
each, Thanksgiving Day only. No limit. tickets do not
expne.
11/21
TRY A Ntmvo Mexico Hamburger and get a
medium 1oft drink FREE. Doonle's, 6724 Central
S[i. (across from Fairgrounds).
1/31
Mll>lll.E EAST, GREEK, and Armenian students,
stock up now for your holiday needs. All kinds of
cheeses and olives, candys and nuts, rlcc and bulghcr,

OUl'STANDING
QUALITY,
REAS()NAQLE
prices. Papers, manuscripts, word processing, thues.
11/30
SPIRJTUAL READINGS BY qualified medium,
$15, 296-4SOB.
11/28
PROFFSSIONAL TYPING SERVICE. Let us type
for you. Letters, manuscripts, theses, forms, etc.
Also experienced in medical terminology, Reasonable
rates. For Information phone "An Ari Gallery" .293·
9303, or stop by9309 Candelaria, NE. II a.m.-S p.m.
daily,
ll/28
TYPING SERVICES TERM papers, reports, studies
theses, resumes. A & L Word Processing and Typing
Services. 294-02n.
11/27
GAY AND LESBIAN information and support
service. Call Common Bond at 266-8041 from 7·10
p.m., 7 days/week,
11/30
PIANO LESSONS - ALL ages, levels: Laura
Kramer- 26~·1352.
11120
LOVING, RF.LIABLE, CHILOCARE- Lots of
reference- Call Olnger, 266·3409.
11/27
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT people for herbal weight
loss program, 884-9456. Prompt call·bac~.
11121
TYPING. ACCURATE. 51,50/page, Call881-914~.
11/20
PYRO'S HAS JUGGLING and magic supplies,
11/20
unusual gifts and more. 3023 Central NE.
TYPING PRO.'ESSIONALS THESIS, dissertations,
reports, statistical, etc. We specialize in statistical
typing. Minor grammatical editing Included. Annlta
Robbins- 292·9013/293·1461.
12110
IIIGH QU,\LITY TYPING on word processor;
reasonable rates. Call Good Impressions- 2941~64.
12110
DISSERTATIONS, THESES, TERM papm,
manuscripts typed on IBM Word l'rocessor, free
editing, student discounts. 298-6006.
11/27
ACCURATE EXCELLENT TYPIST, Term papers,
resumes, etc.294·0167,
1/31
THE WRITER'S CHOICE. TY!ling. Sl.OO per
11121
doublcspaced page, 2S5·9801 (Daytime),
QUALITY TYPING. FAST, accurate, affordable.
294-8133.
12/10
TYPING.
TERM
PAPERS,
Reasonable
charge.- 299·1240,
IllS
PROQLiiM WITH MATIIMATICS7 Statistics?
Sciences? Paul can help. 265·7799 evenings.
tfn
VERY EXPERIENCED, FAST typist. 80 cents per
page. Speaks Chinesel242·6449.
11/29
A &: L BKKG - WORD processing and typing
services. 406 San Mateo NE. Phone: 268-1076; 2940273.
2/28
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: research papers/them/dissertations/charts/graphs/In my home.
The Other Office. 836-3400.
11/30
WORD PROCESSING PAPERS, resumes. APA
format, etc. Jim, 255·2150.
12110
"n'PING. LET US do It while you study or party.
243·SI46.
12/0S
TUTORING! ENGLISH, •• RENCH, Dcgrecd,
Certified. 2S6--323S.
11/30

~·~"--;;;=-;~,
~ ~ l g~
1I
1,11 blk S. of Control

_' •

12 slices of cheese pizza
I 1
I
I & a farge soH drink
I 1
I
s1 99
Coupon good today 1
1

Tuesday, Nov. 20th
4:00·5:30 p.m.
PH k<'t at R<'nuiting Oflit<'~
4th and Gold SW
5:30 Candlelight March
6:00 Rally

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT, Two blocks south
of campus. Free rent until 1st December. 268-5221,
evenings.
11/21
4118 PRINCEToN, SE. Two bedroom furnished, and
unfurnished, Good SE location near UNM and TVI.
$3~0/month, Utilities Paid I The Vaughan Company,
82J.3Sll.
12/5
WALK TO SCHOOL! Free utilities on this nice
furnished one bedroom in convienlent location.
260/month, 150 DO. Ask for Tim 821·5036 eves. 892·
11121
7202,
3 ROOMS FOR rent in large house 10 seconds from
campus, $100 deposit. From $16~ to $210, Call255·
9~68.
11/26
ROOMMATE WANTED 583/mo. Plus utilities. 3
min walk to UNM. Caii243·626S.
11121
ROOM FOR RENT in SW home. VerY nice area.
Females only apply. $150/mo. Ask for AI. 877-4080:
11/21
844-9951.
THE CITADEL; SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets, Open Sundays. IS20 University NE,
tfn
243·2494.
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard.
N.E., $2SO/mo., for one person, $270/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-securitY locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
T\'PEWRITER ROYAL SAFARI manual, almost
brand new. Call Breu, 242·0009.
11128
SOLID MAPLE BED with box spring mattresses,
almost new, Sl SO, White single canopy bed with
11/21
mattresses, SSO. Caii266-S026 after3;30.
1969 PLY FURRY 11. New tires, new U. Joints, new
brakes. SS50, 299·7185,
11/28
ANNIVERSARY SALE 2511fo wordproeessor
spreadsheet database. lSIIfe games and educational
software. IOIIfo accessories and supplies, Softwaire
Centre 7618 Menaul NE. Sale till Nov. 24 Saturday,
ll/21
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t..lary'c; Mall

619 Copper NW
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Employment
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE looking for people to
work midnight shift. Appro~Cimate hours 11:30 p.m.
to 4:30 am. Unloading and loading trailers. Only
serious applicants apply. Apply at UNM part-time
employment.
11/21
CLEANING HELP WANTED 4-6 hrs a week,
$4/hr. Caii26S-6209 after 7 p.m. Ask for Ceilia. Near
campus.
11/21
SKI REP WANTED Ski free, party and get paid for
it71 Call Lee Weinland, 293-5466, American Ski
Association.
11128
RESEARCII AIDE - LffiRARY skills, medlc~l and
stati11ical researcll, excellent typing skills, microcomputer experience helpfull Must be workstudy
11127
approved. Call Glenna N57S7.
PERMANENT PART·TIME information booth
attendant. Friendly, outgoing, Over age 18. Inquire
Information Booth, Coronado Center. No phone
calls, Polygraph test h required as condition of
employment,
11120
BIOLOGY SENIORS; I'EACE Corps has 2 year
volunteer assignments in forestn, fisheries, or science
teaching, B.S. in Biology required. Caii277·296J,
ll/20
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr. round. Europe,
S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $900·2000 mo.
Sightseeing, Free info. write IJC, PO Bx ~2·NMI
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
11/26
PART·TIME JOB early afternoons and evening1.
Must be 21 years old, Must be able to work Friday
and Saturday nights, also need early afternoon help.
Apply in person, no phone calls, please. Saveway
Liquor Stores: 5704 Lomas Blvd., NB, ~516 Menaul
Blvd., NE.
11/21

Travel
SKI FREE (almost] $10. Join 350,000 other skiers
Colorado, N. Mexico Lift tickets, lodging, skis, free
and discount. American Ski Associaton, 3100 Jane
Place NE. H208 Albq., NM 87111. L. Welnland,293·
5466.
11/28
ROUND TRIP AIRFARE Eastern Airlines,
throughout U,S. expires 1-1·85, $250 OBO, ph 2567216.
11/20
GOING TO ALTANTA? For sale, one round trip
ticket to Altanta. Cheap! $300, Diane- 268·29~S.
ll/22
RIDER/DRIVER TO Houston 11·30.84. Anita 848·
~355 after S p.m.
11/20
SOUTHWEST SKI CLUB ski Steamboat Colo.
T hanksgivlng Holidays 11/22 thru 11/25/84, $150,

three nights lo(lging in townhouse on slope!, three
day lift tickets, round-trip charter bus transportation
including FREE refreshments. $150. Call now, still
openings. Mark - 296-0278.
11/20
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, advemure or
ride needs in the Doily Lobp.
tfn

Lost&Found
LOST BIFOCA.LS, GLORIA Vanderbilt frames,
Monday p.m. between the South lawn Scholes Hall
and the Geology parking lot. 277·3~81 or299·7710.
11/26
FOUNQ BRA DLI\Y WATCH, call and identify, S42B200 ext208.
1!120
lF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens locks
and fits keys. Chris's Indoor Store, i19!11. Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound, 262-2107,
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
6;00a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
RESEARClf: CATALOG OF 16,000 topics. Send
$1. Research, 407 S. Dearborn, Chicago IL 6060S
(312) 922-0300.
11/20
SNOWBOARD VIDEO SHOWING at Skate
City - Free. 2S5·4336.
11/27
LEATHER FLIGHT JACKETS- Motorcycle, too.
Albuquerque's largest and best selection. Kaufman's
West, a real Army- Navy store: 1660 E\lbank NE:
11121
293-2300.
QUALITY USED BOOKS priced right at Pyro' s 3023
Central NE,
ll /20
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? There are m11ny
discounts available to UNM personnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car, life,
mobile home, homeowners, renters, and health in·
surance, No pressure or pushy sales pitch, Ask for
John at 298-5700 {days and evenings).
12/10
SITE SPECIFIC- DIKE rocks and blue snakes, art
and poetrY from female experience. Meridian Art
Gallery Oct. 28-Nov. 23. Works by Babette Baker,
Leslie Donovan, Adrienne Edwards. 821 Mountain
RoadNW.
ll/21
EYEGLASSES. WHOLESALE TO the public.
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedain
Opticians. 2SS·2000,
tfn
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULl'SI Place your 11d
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
It Reaches Out
just 17¢ per word per issue
or
12¢ per word per issue if run
five or more consecutive issues.
• 3 t Marron tlall

177-5656
Visa • Mastercard

51 Prophets
52 Peeped
54 Yukoner's
1 Fleet
neighbor
6 Cleave
10 Bonus: abbr. 58 It alia city
59 Ointment
14 Puente
61 Seeing that
15 Aforettme
16 Ancient
62 Dill
63 Verily
Gauls
17 Bearcat
64 Shun, of ole>
18 Turkish
65Aia-66 Propel
chamber
19 Swan genus 67 Dissuade
20 Clothes
DOWN
22 Having left

ACROSS

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jeweiry

--------------...

I PLASMA CENTER, INC'.

1981 KAWASAKI 440LTD Great ort gas, $900.
Carvin Bass Amp {12S w'rms) S4SO. Fender
Musicmaster aass w/case, S2SO. All excellent con·
11122
dillon, call 296-8692.
LEMANS GRAND PRIX. 1978 AC/l'S/Pll, good
tires, factory mag. $3000 or IJ/0. 831·6~01, 2~~7071.
ll/21
LASER PHOTO ART !lnd art reproduction
Christmas. sale. Dec. 3 through Dec. 7, 9:00 a.m. to
6:00p.m. N.M. Union, next to info desk. S4.SO each,
two for $8, Hundreds to choose from. Frames
available,
11/30
MUST SELL OLIN mark VI skis, size 180cm with
solomon SS5S equipe bindings, $80, Peter 277-S380,
11/20

VIrag on

Positions available for college
grads to age 31 in Admin/
Accounting.JFinance. Responsibilty with rapid advancement. Sal·
ary $20,000 to $31 ,500 within four
years. Call Dept. of the Navy at
1·800-354-9627 collect.

;nt 2nd St .. HW Sl2•ti!I!H
:-;,,,Hf

tfu

Housing

10% OFF
..
________
... ____ _
With This Ad
,_--...,_:..--- .2."!!:..1~2!4.. -·'

PROTEST
U.S. WAR MOVES
IN CENTRAL
AMERICA

26~·1088

HI~

---~---,

Records & Tapes
has moved to:
lOS Mesa S.E.

MAR\' -

I:Z/10
TYPIST. TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299·8970, 1/3!
99 CENTS PAGE, degred typist, 344-3345.
12/10
PRO.'ESSIONAL TYPING. IBM. Pickup/delivery
(20 page minimum). 281·2913.
1/14
I'API'RWORKS- 266·1118.
tfn
1'\'PING FAST, ACCURATE;, Afford11ble 29911 OS.
1/1~
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
tfn
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE, 26S·331S.
PERFORMING ARTS STUDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
2~6-1061; Ballet, Jazz, Vocal coaching.
tfn
SOFT CONTACT I,ENSES arc now verY reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaBelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACT··POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company oo Lomas just west ofW ashington.
tfn
ACOJRATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247-

Services

r-------·1
Bach-2-Rock

1

PROFESSIONAL TYPING;
evenings.

fillo dough, hahtwa, baklava, figs and dates, breads,
and gift items. Koury'~ Dell and Imported Foods,
5850 Osuna NE, one block east of San Mateo. Only
eight minutes from the university. Take 1-2S north to
the Osuna exit. 881·6212,
ll/21
PAltTY? CONCEI\T? FOOD? The Daily Lobo has a
place for your classifieds about Restaurants, Parties,
Food Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc. Give the details
tfn
today in "Food/Fun.".

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

a will
24 Made known
26 Summits
27 "Of all -!"
30 Gumshoe
31 Sculls
32 Valid
37 Pitcher
38 Oleos, e.g.
40 Sgt., e.g.
4 ~ Plead again
43 Skirt of
the '70s
44 Vexation
45 Menace
48 Sudden flows

1 Riverbank
2 Pre-med.
subj.
3 Breathe hard
4 Crees and
Utes
5 loving word
6 Overly stern
1 Omega
8 Room to
swing - 9 Warmed
again
10 Guard
11 Soften
12 Act hammy

13 Marshes
21 Go astray
23 Bldg. plans
25 Beats
27 Journey
28 Rabbit
29 Ocean fowl
33 Stupid
34 Digit
35 Skin problem
36 Meat cut
38 - throat
39 Donates

42 Fertilizer
43 Huge
46 Electnc
unit
47 Excised
48 Vamoose
49 Sound: pref.
50 Drew a bead
53 Confront
55 Woven
56 Entr' 57 - -do-well
60 Scud

'

